SCHOOL OF FINE ART AND MUSIC  
Winter Semester 2016  
MUSC*2530-01/2540-01  
INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES I/II  
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE  
draft

TIME:  
LOCATION:  

CALENDAR DESCRIPTION:  
The study and performance of selected instrumental music through participation in one of the School's ensembles: Chamber Ensembles, Concert Winds, Contemporary Music Ensemble, Jazz Band, or the Early Music Ensemble. In order to register for an ensemble, the student must arrange for an audition with the School of Fine Art and Music. Auditions will be held prior to the first day of classes each Fall and Winter semester. Students must check with the School of Fine Art and Music office for audition dates. Students are encouraged to audition for an ensemble in the Fall semester and to participate in it for both Fall and Winter semesters. Not all ensembles will be able to accept new members in Winter. Consult the School of Fine Art and Music for further information.

Restriction(s):  Successful completion of an audition. Instructor consent required.